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9.  INSTRUMENTATION
9.5 Setting Up the Group-control Inverter
In regular weaving operation, the weaving machine is supplied with the factory line voltage. For inching oper-
ation (including auto pick finder operation) allowed at low-speed motor run, the group-control inverter supplies
low-frequency, low-voltage power.

Inverter’s factory set values

The settings of the group-control inverter have been made when the weaving machine leaves the factory.
(The set items are listed in Subsection 9.5.5 “Setting Table and the Control Board Setting”.) It is recom-
mended that the inverter be used with those factory set values.

If the weaving machine fails to inch

Only if the weaving machine fails to inch normally due to the fabric conditions (e.g., off-balance shedding in
dobby weaving), you may modify the factory set values. Doing so will make inching possible to some extent.
Refer to Subsection 9.5.4 “Principle of Inverter Operation”.
However, there is a close relationship between the inverter output frequency/voltage and the motor's electro-
magnetic contactor. If unreasonable high voltage output is set, the service life of the electromagnetic contactor
will become remarkably shortened. It is recommended that the output voltage be set as low as possible.

When you install weaving machines under large and small motor loads together

When you install weaving machines under large motor load (e.g., off-balance shedding in dobby) and those
under small motor load (e.g., crank shedding) together, it is recommended that those machines be grouped by
load and controlled by separate group-control inverters. Doing so allows each inverter to be set up for opti-
mum inverter output.
If you attempt to control all of those machines together by a single group-control inverter and set the inverter
output frequency and voltage matching those machines under large motor load, then those settings are too
high for machines under small motor load. As a result, the service life of electromagnetic contactors of small
load motors will be shortened.

To replace the control board of the inverter

If you replace the control board of the inverter with a new one (supplies), modify the inverter settings to values
listed in Subsection 9.5.5 “Setting Table and the Control Board Setting”, and then start operation. SW setting
on the board varies depending on the factory power supply. Check the specifications of your group-control
inverter and set suitable values.
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9.5  Setting Up the Group-control Inverter
9.5.1 Basic Operation
The inverter has an operation panel shown at left.

Function of SW

Description of the status indicator (LED)

(1) When you turn on the power of the group-con-
trol inverter, the operation panel shows as
shown left after a short time. Then, the LED of
MON lights up.
The LED of 7SEG indicates the current output
frequency.

MON PRG

RUN ALARM

MODE ENT RUN
STOP RESET

RUN/STOP Operation/Stop
RESET Resets a trouble occurred.

MODE
Switches between the monitor mode and 
the program mode. Press this during data 
setting returns to the previous screen.

/

Use this to change the function while a 
function No. is displayed during 
monitoring and setting. 
Use this to increase and decrease the 
value during data setting.

ENT Use this to finalize the data.

RUN Lights up during operation.

ALARM
Stops the inverter when an alarm is 
detected and lights up. Goes out by 
pressing the RESET switch.

MON Lights up in the monitor mode.
PRG Lights up in the program mode.

MON PRG

RUN ALARM

MODE ENT RUN
STOP RESET
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9.  INSTRUMENTATION
9.5.2 Referring to the Data
[ 1 ] Referring to the Set Data
Example: The following sample procedure refers to F01 (torque boost).

[ 2 ] Referring to the Monitor Data
Example: The following sample procedure refers to monitoring U01 (output voltage).

[ 3 ] Checking an Error Indication
An error code is displayed when an error is generated. Press RESET to reset the error and turn off the display.

Refer to Subsection 9.5.5 for the detail of the set data, monitor data and error display.

: ON, : OFF
Key 

operation Display Explanation

   Press MODE to enter the program mode. The LED of PRG lights up.

   
Use  and  keys to increase and decrease the function No. F01 is 
displayed.

   Use the ENT key to display the current value.

   Use MODE to return to the function No.

   Use MODE to enter the monitor mode. The LED of MON lights up.

MODE MON PRG

MON PRG

ENT MON PRG

MODE MON PRG

MODE MON PRG

: ON, : OFF
Key 

operation Display Explanation

   Press MODE to enter the monitor mode. The LED of MON lights up.

   
Use  and  keys to increase and decrease the function No. U01 is 
displayed.

   The voltage is displayed after one second.

MODE MON PRG

MON PRG

MON PRG
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9.5  Setting Up the Group-control Inverter
9.5.3 Modifying the Set Values
Example: The following sample procedure refers to changing the set value of F01 (torque boost) from “003”

to “005”.

: ON, : OFF
Key 

operation Display Explanation

   Press MODE to enter the program mode. The LED of PRG lights up.

   
Use  and  keys to increase and decrease the function No. F01 is 
displayed.

   Use the ENT key to display the current value.

   Set the value with  (Add) and  (Subtract).

   

   Press the ENT key to finalize the value.

   Use MODE to return to the function No.

   Use MODE to enter the monitor mode. The LED of MON lights up.

MODE MON PRG

MON PRG

ENT MON PRG

MON PRG

MON PRG

ENT MON PRG

MODE MON PRG

MODE MON PRG
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9.  INSTRUMENTATION
9.5.4 Principle of Inverter Operation
The set values of the group-control inverter have been optimized for low-speed inching operation of weaving
machines at the shipment. It is recommended that the inverter be used with those factory set values as long
as they do not interfere with the weaving machine operation.
If the weaving machine fails to inch normally due to the fabric conditions, however, you need to modify those
set values to re-optimize the inverter output.
Basically, you modify the following:

• Inverter output frequency for changing the main motor speed (rpm).

• Inverter output voltage for changing the main motor output torque.

To make the above modification, access the function codes given below and modify their parameter values.

F00: Operation frequency (The factory set value is 5Hz.)

F01: Torque boost (The factory set value is 3.)

When modifying set values, monitor ‘U01: Output voltage (Command)’ and take care not to those values
extremely different from the factory set values.

The table below lists the possible problems and recovery setting.

NOTE: In the above setting procedure, note that the monitor value of “U01: Output voltage” does not exceed
1.4 times the reference voltage. Using the value exceeding 1.4 times the reference voltage will remarkably
shorten the life of the electromagnetic contactor for the operation of the main motor of the loom. The reference
voltage is the value when the value of F01 is 0.

The table below shows the reference voltage corresponding to the factory line voltages.

Weaving machine state in inching F00 F01 Comments
The weaving machine inches smoothly. 
The inching speed is normal.

No change. No change.

The weaving machine runs smoothly, 
but the inching speed is abnormally low.

Increase No change. To increase the rpm, you need to increase the 
inverter output frequency.

The weaving machine cannot inch 
smoothly or run at all.

No change. Increase Increase the value of torque boost for increasing 
output. It makes the output voltage high and 
increases torque of motor. However, increasing the 
value of torque boost too much will remarkably 
shorten the life of the electromagnetic contactor for 
the main motor. Adjust the torque boost less or equal 
to 1.4 times the reference voltage referring to below.

Factory line voltage (V) 200 220 350 380 400 415 420 440 460 500 550 575
Reference voltage 40 44 70 76 80 83 84 88 92 100 110 115
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9.5  Setting Up the Group-control Inverter
REFERENCE: Overview of relationship between group control inverter setting items

Output voltage

F01=10

F01=0

F00=5 F00=10 Output frequency

Generally, the higher the frequency is, 
the higher the output voltage becomes. 
If you increase the frequency and find 
the rotation unstable, increase the value 
of the torque boost.

Adjust the voltage and the frequency 
independently.
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9.  INSTRUMENTATION
9.5.5 Setting Table and the Control Board Setting
[ 1 ] Setting Table

[ 2 ] Monitor Data Table

[ 3 ] Trouble Data Table

Item Name Range Function Shipping 
value

F00 Operation frequency 5 to 10 (Hz) Set an inching frequency. 5

F01 Torque boost 0 to10

Adjust the output voltage.
If you find inching operation clumsy or can’t start the 
loom, increase the setting. However, excessive setting 
will remarkably shorten the life of the electromagnetic 
contactor.

3

F02
Automatic return 
setting for excess 
current

Automatic: 1
Manual: 0

If multiple looms inch at the same time, the inverter 
detects excessive current and stops. In this case, 
select automatic restart or manual restart. 
Set 0 (Manual) in ordinary practice.

0

F03 Automatic return time 
for excess current 1 to 10 (sec) If you select 1 for F02, set a time starting from 

detecting discontinuation to restart enabled. 5

Symbol Name Explanation
U00 Output frequency Monitor the current output frequency.
U01 Output voltage Monitor the current output voltage.
U02 Latest trouble Display the current or the latest trouble.

U03 Trouble history

Display the trouble history. The hundreds place indicates previous troubles. The tens 
place indicates ex-previous one. The units place indicates ex-ex-previous one.
(Example) If the last three troubles are E01, E04 and E05, the history is displayed as 

145.
U04 Factory power supply Check the factory power supply set for SW1 on the control board.
U05 Inverter Ver. Read the program version information of the inverter.
U06 Indicator Ver. Read the program version information of the indicator.

Symbol Description Cause and action

E01 Defect of IPM Abnormal heating of IPM by overload: Either a short circuit on the 
output side or generation of an earth fault has been detected.

E02 — —

E03 An excess current has been detected 
during operation.

Multiple looms started at the same time.
The torque boost is too high.
A short circuit occurred on the output side.

E04 An excess voltage has been 
detected during operation.

The power supply voltage has risen. Adjust the voltage to meet the 
specification.

E05 An excess voltage has been 
detected under suspension.

The power supply voltage has risen. Adjust the voltage to meet the 
specification.

E06 Reduction of the power supply 
voltage has been detected.

The power supply voltage has lowered. Check the power supply 
system.

E07 — —

E08 Communication trouble between the 
inverter and the display device. Disconnection, contact failure or a board trouble are assumed.
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9.5  Setting Up the Group-control Inverter
[ 4 ] Setting the Control Board

You need to set the board when you replace it.
The procedure to set the board is shown below.

• SW1
Check the specification and set the board
according to the factory voltage.

• SW2
Set 0.

• DIPSW
1: ON, 2: OFF

NOTE: Do not change SW2 and DIPSW.

ON

OFF
1 2

SW2 SW1

DIPSW

LED2

A high-voltage circuit is housed in the inverter 
box and very dangerous.

Be sure to turn off the power and check if 
LED2 has gone out before carrying out mainte-
nance work and setting SW.

SW1 0 Factory voltage 200 V
1 Factory voltage 220 V
2 Factory voltage 350 V
3 Factory voltage 380 V
4 Factory voltage 400 V
5 Factory voltage 415 V
6 Factory voltage 420 V
7 Factory voltage 440 V
8 Factory voltage 460 V
9 Factory voltage 480 V
A Factory voltage 500 V
B Factory voltage 550 V
C Factory voltage 575 V

D, E, F Not used
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